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THE MASTER’S
NOSE CLUB
Rivetto is the
only certified
biodynamic
producer in the
Barolo region
FAMILY OWNED
SINCE 1902
BASED IN THE FAMOUS
SERRALUNGA COMMUNE
STRUCTURED,
COMPLEX REDS WHICH
AGE BEAUTIFULLY

THE REGION

THE PRODUCER

ABOUT THE BAROLO WINE REGION

ABOUT RIVETTO
Enrico is 44 years old, a passionate
basketball player, and the 4th generation of the Rivetto family to be responsible for the winery since its beginnings
in 1902. It seems that all the energy
which he put into basketball in his

The small, premium quality wine
region of Barolo is situated in the
Langhe hills, southeast of the town of
Alba in Italy’s north eastern province
of Piemonte. It is famous for producing long-lived, delicate but tannic red
wines from the Nebbiolo grape which,
with some age, can provide some
of the most sensual and hedonistic
wine experiences in the world. Not for
nothing is Barolo wine known as “the
king of kings”!
Enrico Rivetto’s winery lies at 400mts
altitude on top of the Lirano hill, in
the famous commune of Serralunga
on the eastern border of the Barolo
wine zone. Here, the ancient soils
are a mix of marl, silt and clay, which
retains rainwater deep underground
and allows the vines to flourish even in

the driest of summers. There is always
a fresh breeze blowing across the
hillside, and the air is pure and clean,
giving the wines intense aromas and
natural freshness. Serralunga’s wines
are highly esteemed for their firm
structure and long ageing potential;
vineyard land here is amongst the
most highly sought after in Italy, now
costing between 2 – 3 million euros
per hectare!
The view from the winery is breathtaking, looking out over vines and fruit
trees to the medieval hilltop villages of
Serralunga 1km to the west and Castiglione Falletto in the distance. The
place has a special energy, positivity
and natural charm – when you meet
owner and winemaker Enrico, you begin to understand the reasons for this.
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youth is now focused on his vineyards.
Over the past 10 years he has gradually
turned “his” Lirano hill into a complex,
living ecosystem, teaming with bees,
birds, insects and even the occasional
donkey!

THE PRODUCER

THE WINEMAKING

RIVETTO’S “VINE-GARDEN”

HOW THE WINES ARE MADE

Two hectares of fruit trees, vegetables,
rosehip, lavender, corn and wheat are
planted in and around his 15 hectares
of vines. A large, freshwater pond outside the winery collects rainfall for use
in the irrigation of his young vines and
biodynamic sprays. And several acres
of land are taken up by mounds of
fermenting natural compost – a mix of
cow manure and waste from his cellar,
vegetable gardens and fields – which
Enrico believes is crucial to maintaining his soil’s fertility.
Rivetto was certified biodynamic
(by Demeter) in 2019; so far the only
certified biodynamic winery in Barolo.

According to Enrico, most other
producers in the area can now make
money so easily due to the recent rise
in demand for top Barolo that they
don’t need to go the extra efforts
which biodynamic farming involves.
But Enrico does not seem motivated
by profit. His long term goal is to
communicate his “eco-friendly”
philosophy through the high quality
of his wines, and to build a complex
“vine-garden” where young people
can bring and share their eco-friendly
ideas and knowledge; deep and
different thinking, particularly in this
most traditional of wine regions!

Rivetto produces around 120,000 bottles of wine per year; 90% red and 10%
white and sparkling.
All the grapes are hand-picked and
destalked on arrival at the winery to
reduce any unripe tannins in the wine.
After two days of being left in contact
with the skins at room temperature to
increase structure and fruit intensity,
the juice is fermented using natural
“wild” yeasts which live in the vineyards.
Enrico does not believe in the taste of
oak dominating his wines and therefore
raises his Nebbiolo grapes in a mix of
large old Slavonian or Hungarian oak
casks of 3,000 or 6,000 hectolitres,
which he believes are the most
“neutral-tasting” oak maturation

vessels available. His Nebbiolo
“Langhe” spends 6 months in cask
followed by a further 6 months in
bottle before being released for sale,
whilst his Barolo Serralunga spends
two years in cask, then at least one
more year in bottle before sale.
The Barbera grape on the other hand
generally benefits from the extra
fullness and structure which smaller
oak barrels give, so Enrico ages his
Loirano Soprano Barbera for two years
in traditional French oak barriques of
225 litres, followed by a further year or
more in bottle before release.
All his wines are bottled un-fined and
with minimum filtration to preserve
maximum flavour and personality.
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ABOUT THE WINES

OUR EXQUISITE SELECTION

Langhe
Nebbiolo 2020
(two bottles)

Rivetto’s vineyards literally straddle the easternmost border of the Barolo region.
This blend of 97% Nebbiolo and 3% Barbera comes from a mix of vines grown
partly in the designated Barolo region and the remainder grown a few steps to
the east – but outside the official Barolo region – which means it must be
declassified as “Langhe” Nebbiolo.
The wine has a pale red colour with fresh acidity and firm tannins. As it opens up
in the glass, it reveals a complex array of floral, wild raspberry and cherry aromas.
Elegant, pure and refined, this “baby Barolo” was bottled under screwcap to retain
maximum freshness.

Serve with pasta
in a ragu sauce or
a steak tartare

Barbera Lirano
Soprano 2016
(two bottles)

Serve with roast meats
or aged Tuma cheese

Barolo del
Comune di
Serralunga
d’Alba 2016
(two bottles)
Serve with a lasagna,
pasta with a white
truffle sauce or rabbit
Picture credits: The wine producers

We selected this wine because the 2020 vintage was fantastic in the region and
the first vintage that Rivetto was biodynamically certified. Please note that it is
still very young; we would recommend that you don’t open it before March 2022!
20,000bts were produced. Drink 2022 – 2026.

This Barbera is only produced in the best vintages and comes from Rivetto’s
oldest vines – many were planted back in 1944 – at the top of the Lirano hill. The
wine was matured for two years in French oak barriques and a further year in
bottle before being released.
It is now perfectly mature with complex aromas of spice, dark cherries and
autumn leaves. It is medium bodied and finely structured with fresh acidity, well
integrated oak and velvet-smooth tannins. Mellow, classy and fine – “Barbera
meets Bordeaux “in style. 1800bts were produced. Drink 2021 – 2024.

This is “textbook” Nebbiolo from Barolo in the excellent 2016 vintage.
It comes from three fairly high altitude vineyards (between 320 – 420mts) in the
Serralunga commune with an easterly exposure, so the emphasis is on freshness
and elegance.
It has wonderful aromas of wild red cherries, roses and truffles, full body, fresh
acidity and rounded tannins. Beautifully elegant, mellow and sensual, and packed
with a kaleidoscope of flavours. Just beginning to drink perfectly now, this gives
you a glimpse of why the world’s fine wine collectors are going crazy for Barolo at
the moment! 15,000bts were produced. Drink 2021 – 2030.
This wine was rated 93+pts by the Wine Advocate and 17+pts by Jancis Robinson MW
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PIEMONTE, THE LANGHE AND BAROLO
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